Introduction. The algebra Y of conservative matrices is partitioned by the ideal ^ of conull matrices and the set of coregular matrices. This paper is concerned with the problem of extending the concept of conullity from Y to the algebra B [c] of bounded linear operators on the space c oí convergent sequences. Since ^ can be realized as the kernel of a scalar homomorphism % on T (i.e., x is a linear functional on T so that x(AB) =%(A)x(B) for A, BEY), one possibility is to consider extensions of x in hopes that their kernels will be the natural extensions of1!7. Wilansky [2, p. 250, Question 3] considers two such extensions, x and p, and observes that they both fail to be a scalar homomorphism on 73 [c] . By investigating the algebraic structure of B [c] it is seen that, in a sense, Wilansky's extensions are the only ones possible. For example, in §1 it is proved that the only subalgebras of B [c] which properly contain ^ are Y, pj. (the kernel of p), ß (the domain of p), and B [c] . In §3 it is proved that x is the only nonzero scalar homomorphism on Y, that p is the only nonzero scalar homomorphism on ß, and that there are no nonzero scalar homomorphisms on B [c] . From these facts we can conclude that p is the only extension of x to a scalar homomorphism on a subalgebra of B We can write each I£5 [c] as follows:
where v= j¡x»'(P)}, and P ¡s the matrix obtained by restricting P to those elements of c which converge to 0. This relationship between T, v, and P is denoted by T~(v, B) . Further discussion of this representation is to be found in [l] . The following conventions are made. E always represents the operator (e, 0). A always designates a subalgebra of B[c], and every algebra mentioned is assumed to be a subalgebra of B [c] . All undesignated entries in a matrix are assumed to be zero. "Scalar homomorphism" means "nonzero scalar homomorphism."
Further properties of x. P, X±, ßi [l], (v> B>), etc. are developed in [1] . Proof. Let a and ß be distinct cluster points of x with ß^O. Let {«(/)} and {&(/)} be disjoint strictly increasing subsequences of 7+ so that for/E7+, xno)^0 and xk^)^ß, and so that limyxk(¡) =ct and \imjXn(j)=ß. Define the subsequence (w(/)} of 7+ by m(2j-1) =« (/) and m(2j)=k(j).
We now define five matrices whose product is the desired matrix R. Let Be be the set of TQB [c] such that all columns of [P] are zero except the first which is in c, and let B0 be the set of those P in Bc whose first column converges to zero.
1.4. Lemma. ^4«y algebra containing ^ and-a nonmatrix contains Bc.
Proof. Let AD* and let SGA-r. If TQBC, then P -Aim P,-i)p G Po.
Hence to show that ADPe it suffices to show that EQA and that ADPo.
Since S(£Y, Xk(S)9*0ior some kQI+. Define VQV by r« = l/x*(5). Clearly F5GA. Define PG* by pkj^(Se')k/xk(S) for each ¿e/+. Then letting P= VS-P we see that P*+i,i=l. Thus, by defining GQ$ by G,-,jfc+i = l for iQI+, we establish that E = GFQA.
Finally, if PGPo define RQV by rtl = P,i for ÍQI+. Then P = PPGA. Proof. If A is such an algebra, then Theorem 2.5 implies A3P0.
Thus if TQMi\Q, then V(T)QBC and B(T)QMCSY. Since P" is a maximal subspace of Bc, it suffices to establish the existence of some SQAn(Bc-Bo).
If A -0.9*0, the theorem follows from Theorem 2.2, and if A -If 9*0 then, by Lemmas 2.1 and 1.4, AZ)PC. Therefore, it suffices to consider the case MÍ^Ü_~)A.
Let S'QA-Mi\Qo. Then B(S')QMC\Y and so F(5')GA. Since S%Qo, F(5')GPo and so V(S') is the desired S. Then T-AQMCWQA and so PGA.
3. Scalar homomorphisms on subalgebras of B[c\. In this section we will establish that if A is any one of the nine algebras discussed in § §1 and 2, and if there exists a scalar homomorphism on A, then it is either x or p. 3.4. Theorem, p is a scalar homomorphism on ß.
Proof. This result follows from the fact that p¿ is an algebra (Theorem 1.5) and from [3, Lemma 3, p. 254].
3.5. Theorem, x awá p are the only possible scalar homomorphisms on any algebra in ß which contains either "if or M(~\Y.
Proof. Let A be such an algebra. As shown in § §1 and 2, A must be one of seven possible algebras. It follows that for any TEA, V(T) EA and B(T)EA. Therefore, for any scalar homomorphism = (limiXi(T))V(T), either P(F(P))=0 or F(V(T)) =limjX,(P).
Therefore, either F(T) =p(T) or F(T) = lim¿ Xi(T) +p(T) =x(T).
3.6. Corollary, x and p are the only scalar homomorphisms on MC\Q, and on AfPifio, and, in fact, x=P on MC\Çlo-3.7. Lemma. If EQA and if F(E)9*0for some scalar homomorphisms F on A, then F(T) =lim Te for every TQA.
Proof. Since P2 = P, P(P) = 1. If PGA, then F(PP)=X(P)P and B(ET)=BQA where 0,7 = lim Te' for i, jQI+. Therefore, F(T) = X(T) + F(B). But P(P) = P(PP)=£"1lim Te\ and so (by the definition of x) F(T) =lim Te.
3.8. Theorem, p is the only scalar homomorphism on Q, and there is no scalar homomorphism on pi.
Proof. This is an immediate consequence of Theorem 3.5 and Lemma 3.7. Pin.l = Qin+Z,l -Rin.l = £2,1+3,1 = -lj Pin.in = Qln+%,in+S = P2n,2n+1 = 02n+J,2>>+2 = 1.
